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ABSTRACT

Three-dimensional (3D) scene reconstruction, particularly
from monocular videos, is a significant challenge in large-
scale scenarios due to difficulty handling varying object sizes
and high computational resource needs. This paper introduces
MuSR, a novel multi-scale reconstruction method address-
ing these issues. MuSR features a dynamic multi-resolution
spatial structure that adaptively adjusts voxel resolution for
objects of different sizes to improve reconstruction quality.
MuSR also employs a block-based sparse 3D data structure
and hardware resource management strategy to reduce GPU
memory usage while maintaining efficient reconstruction.
Evaluated on ScanNet and 7-Scenes datasets, as well as real-
world scenes, MuSR outperforms state-of-the-art methods in
terms of efficiency, completeness, and geometric shape re-
construction, proving its applicability in practical multi-scale
3D reconstructions.

Index Terms— Monocular Video-based 3D Reconstruc-
tion, Multi-Scale Scene Reconstruction, Multi-Resolution
Spatial Structure

1. INTRODUCTION

Plentiful 3D Reconstruction methods have been proposed to
build the 3D representation of real-world space based on the
monocular posed video [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. However, these meth-
ods fall short in quality and efficiency when applied to multi-
scale scenes.

The quality deficiency comes from the varying sizes of
objects within multi-scale scenes. In 3D scene reconstruc-
tion, real-world spaces are abstracted into multiple voxels.
For the same scene, the smaller the size of the voxels, the
higher the quality of the reconstructed 3D model. Existing
deep learning-based methods can only produce one fixed-size
voxel when reconstructing the scene [2, 4, 5, 6]. However,
single-size voxels struggle to balance the scope and quality of
reconstruction. For example, a scale suitable for reconstruct-
ing larger objects may be too large to capture smaller details.

The efficiency deficiency comes from the fact that exist-
ing methods are GPU memory-intensive. They store 3D space
data as a Truncated Signed Distance Function (TSDF) [7].
The GPU memory usage increases proportionately with the
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scene’s size to reconstruct. Existing methods [8, 9] set differ-
ent voxel sizes for different parts of space to reduce the total
number of voxels, thus reducing the GPU memory. They can
only alleviate the problem of a large GPU storage footprint.
When faced with large space, e.g., the entire floor, the re-
quired memory resources can still surpass GPU limitations,
leading to unsuccessful reconstructions.

To address these deficiencies, we propose MuSR — a
novel multi-scale scene reconstruction method designed to
adaptively adjust the voxel size of different scene parts. For
the quality issue, we reconstruct the scene after dividing it
dynamically by scale and then perform weighted fusion. For
the efficiency issue, MuSR introduces a block-based sparse
3D data structure combined with a hardware resource man-
agement strategy to reduce GPU memory usage. We evaluate
our MuSR using ScanNet [10], 7-Scenes [11] datasets, and
real-world scenes. Our findings indicate that MuSR is effi-
cient—requiring less than 1GB of GPU memory while main-
taining swift reconstruction speeds—and adept at delivering
superior reconstruction detail and overall scene completeness
in multi-scale scenes. Moreover, our system’s reconstruction
efficiency surpassed that of leading algorithms in extensive
scenes, demonstrating superior completeness and enhanced
geometric shape reconstruction of objects. For more experi-
ment results on reconstruction quality and efficiency, please
visit our anonymous website 1.

The contributions of our work are threefold:

• We propose a novel multi-scale scene reconstruction
method, MuSR, which skillfully addresses the quality
and efficiency issues inherent in existing monocular
video-based 3D reconstruction methods.

• We dynamically reconstruct the scene by scale in
blocks and propose a sparse 3D data structure cou-
pled with a corresponding GPU memory management
policy for reconstruction quality and efficiency.

• We comprehensively evaluate our system using Scan-
Net, 7-Scenes datasets, and real-world scenes. The
evaluation results demonstrate that MuSR outperforms
SOTA efforts regarding efficiency, completeness, and
geometric shape.

1https://anoymousauthors.github.io/MuSR.github.
io

https://anoymousauthors.github.io/MuSR.github.io
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Fig. 1: MuSR architecture

2. MuSR DESIGN

2.1. System Overview

Fig. 1 illustrates MuSR’s architecture. MuSR inputs a posed
monocular video and outputs the scene mesh generated based
on TSDF data. The current frame is recorded as a new key
frame when the change of camera pose exceeds a certain
threshold compared with the previous key frame, and every
N key frame forms a fragment for the following 2D im-
age feature extraction process. Our MuSR’s design shares
a similar idea with NeuralRecon[2], the SOTA 3D scene
reconstruction methods, regarding applying coarse-to-fine
network to obtain 3D spatial features and fusing new back-
projected local features with global features. However, due to
the limitation of NeuralRecon in reconstruction quality and
efficiency, we make the following two key designs to enable
3D scene reconstruction in a multi-scale scene.

The first is the multi-scale TSDF generation and fusion
design for reconstruction quality. For each resolution layer,
we customize the voxel size and reconstruction scope of 3D
feature space and predict local TSDF for the current fragment.
Sl,n
t represents a local TSDF volume at time t, whose reso-

lution level is l. We also designed an early-exit scheme to
decide which resolution is enough based on a valid number
of voxels. Currently, the local TSDF should be updated to
the global TSDF. Sg,n represents a global TSDF volume with
resolution n. To achieve multi-scale TSDF seamless integra-
tion, we design a block-based TSDF split strategy to generate
mesh data in a divide-and-conquer manner. Specifically, For
blocks located in the boundary of TSDF data with different
resolutions, we design a weighted TSDF fusion algorithm for
smoother transitions according to the situation of data change.

The second is a memory-assisted caching mechanism for
reconstruction efficiency. The increasing global features and
TSDF data cause the reconstruction crash problem because
of insufficient GPU memory. Our core idea is to replace the
cold data not needed in the current reconstruction step into
the main memory for use by the GPU on demand when fus-
ing current features with global features and updating current
local TSDF data to global TSDF data. We design a two-level
block structure and management policy to manage cold data.

2.2. Scale-aware Reconstruction

Multi-scale TSDF Generation According to the observation,
low-resolution representations can describe larger spaces but
lack local details. In contrast, high-resolution representations
are better at demonstrating details in small spaces; we set
larger spatial sizes and coarse-grain voxels for low-resolution
layers and smaller spatial sizes and fine-grain voxels for high-
resolution layers by setting the maximum depth of the view-
ing frustum (i.e., the distance from the far clipping plane to
the camera) for each level. We set a large viewing frustum
depth for low-resolution space to coarsely reconstruct dis-
tant objects and a small viewing frustum depth for the high-
resolution space to reconstruct near objects finely.

If the number of voxels upsampled to the higher resolu-
tion space is small, the following reconstruction process can
be skipped to save system overhead. We design a filter and
early-exit scheme to help determine the resolution of the cur-
rent fragment. Some voxels in the low-resolution space will
be filtered because of the smaller reconstruction scope of the
high-resolution space. We define the ratio of the number of
voxels entering the next resolution layer to the number before
filtering to check the valid range. The inference process will
terminate early in the current resolution layer if it does not
exceed the threshold.

Multi-scale TSDF Fusion. Since Marching Cubes (MC)
algorithm [12] can not process multiple-resolution TSDF,
we solve this problem in a divide-and-conquer manner. We
divide TSDF data at different resolutions into blocks and
choose the highest-resolution TSDF in the block. For non-
boundary blocks, meshes can be directly generated through
the MC algorithm. However, some voxels within the bound-
ary block have a lower resolution TSDF than neighbor voxels.
We design a weighted fusion algorithm for smoother high-
resolution TSDF and low-resolution TSDF transitions. We
calculate the local variance of TSDF changes in three axes di-
rections within a 5×5×5 local scope and use the square mean
method to calculate the composite variance, which is used as
a weight to indicate the preference between two resolutions.
When the variance is less than t1, low-resolution TSDF is
directly used for smooth reconstruction results. When greater
than t2, high-resolution TSDF is chosen to restore geomet-
ric shapes. The weights between these two thresholds are
linearly varied to ensure a smoother transition.
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Fig. 2: Qualitative results for quality of local object details in
real-world scenes.

2.3. Main Memory-based Caching

We observe that the global intermediate features and TSDF
data produced by neural networks (in Fig. 1) continuously
increase, occupying a large amount of GPU memory. Fail-
ure to manage the continuously-increasing data will cause the
reconstruction to crash. Our core idea is to split the global
intermediate features and TSDF data into two parts, i.e., the
cold data and the hot data, according to the requirement of the
current reconstruction step. We can put the cold data into the
main memory, which is usually sufficient on the server, for
the subsequent GPU on-demand access.

Data Structure. The computational overhead of travers-
ing the complete global data will seriously affect the system’s
running speed when acquiring and updating global data. We
design a two-level block sparse structure to organize global
intermediate features and TSDF data, which means maintain-
ing block indices in GPU memory to find the involved blocks
quickly and specific block values in the main memory.

Management Policy. As Fig. 1 shows, the reconstruction
scope (denoted as 1⃝) is determined by the local 3D features
of current fragment. Then, we can obtain indices of related
blocks and transfer the values of these blocks (denoted as 2⃝)
from main memory to GPU memory. Based on the current
fragment’s local and global features, new features (denoted
as 3⃝) can be computed by neural networks and transferred
from GPU memory back to main memory to update global
data. Some new blocks may be created during this process,
so we need to record indices of related blocks to update block
indices. All updated TSDF data (denoted as 4⃝) will be trans-
ferred back to the main memory for the following TSDF fu-
sion process.

(a) NeuralRecon (b) MuSR

Fig. 3: Qualitative results for quality of global completeness
in real-world scenes.

3. EVALUATION

Implementation: For each layer, the voxel sizes are 16cm,
8cm, 4cm, 2cm, and 1cm; the maximum depths of the view
frustum are 6m, 6m, 3m, 0.8m, and 0.8m. Except for the
reconstruction scope in the 16 cm layer being 483, the rest
are all 963. The early exit threshold is 0.25. The weighted fu-
sion algorithm’s block size is 0.43 cubic meters. It uses 8cm,
4cm, and 1cm for final fusion. t1 and t2 are 0.01 and 0.04.
We perform network fine-tuning based on the pre-trained
weights provided by NeuralRecon, and we freeze the weights
of lower-resolution layers during the training at each layer.

Datasets: We conducted experiments on two indoor
datasets, ScanNet and 7-Scenes, and supplemented with
Replica dataset[13]. We used Pangolin to render RGB images
and depth maps from the Replica dataset. We simulated the
user’s scanning method during rendering, generating camera
trajectories. We added small random perturbations to the
camera extrinsic each time to simulate real situations.

Metrics: The 3D geometry metrics are defined in [1] and
2D depth metrics are defined in [14].

3.1. Reconstruction Quality

Local Details: Table 1 reports the reconstruction quality on
ScanNet and 7-Scenes datasets. On ScanNet, MuSR outper-
forms NeuralRecon in all metrics. On 7-Scenes, MuSR lags
slightly behind NeuralRecon regarding RMSE but surpasses it
in all other metrics. Experimental results show that our MuSR
outperforms NeuralRecon, the SOTA monocular reconstruc-
tion method, regarding reconstruction quality. We report the
reconstruction results in real-world scenes in Fig. 2 to show
the reconstruction quality more intuitively.



Table 1: Results for quality of local details.

Dataset System
2D depth 3D geometric

Abs Rel↓ Abs Diff↓ Sq Rel↓ RMSE↓ RMSE log↓ δ < 1.25↑ Acc↓ Prec↑ F-score↑

ScanNet
NeuralRecon 0.113 0.081 0.033 0.126 0.148 0.885 0.041 0.772 0.720

MuSR 0.084 0.060 0.023 0.102 0.120 0.928 0.035 0.816 0.780

7-Scenes
NeuralRecon 0.216 0.171 0.085 0.223 0.228 0.719 0.177 0.372 0.450

MuSR 0.190 0.154 0.081 0.227 0.221 0.757 0.128 0.400 0.500

Table 2: Results for quality of global completeness.

Dataset System
2D depth 3D geometric

2D Comp↑ 3D Comp↓ Recall↑

ScanNet
NeuralRecon 0.902 0.627 0.678

MuSR 0.967 0.380 0.750

7-Scenes
NeuralRecon 0.822 0.354 0.555

MuSR 0.936 0.236 0.678

(a) NeuralRecon (b) MuSR

Fig. 4: Results for reconstruction efficiency.

Global Completeness: Table 2 reports the results of
reconstruction completeness on ScanNet and the 7-Scenes
datasets. In both datasets, MuSR surpasses the NeuralRecon
in all metrics, showing that our system has a better overall
completeness. We show some reconstruction results in real-
world scenes in Fig. 3. Our method outperforms the baseline
and has high overall completeness.

3.2. System efficiency

Memory analysis. We count the GPU memory by the amount
of memory requested by Pytorch’s memory allocator from the
GPU during the reconstruction process. An out-of-memory
error occurs when Pytorch’s memory request pushes the total
GPU memory usage over its limit. Fig. 5 reports the GPU
memory usage under a large real-world scene reconstruction
process. The GPU memory usage of NeuralRecon continu-
ously increases until an out-of-memory error occurs (marked
as ×), failing to complete the reconstruction (Fig. 4a). How-
ever, MuSR’s GPU memory usage is constant, less than 1GB,
enabling efficient reconstruction (Fig. 4b).

Performance Analysis: Fig. 6 reports the time used
throughout the entire reconstruction process. NeuralRecon
takes less time to reconstruct each fragment in the initial
phase (before the dashed line in Figure 6). After this line,
MuSR performs faster. Because global data is organized us-
ing a sparse array in NeuralRecon, selecting local data and
updating global data both require complete traversal, which
becomes increasingly computationally expensive as the scale
of the scene grows. Our design ensures that the amount of
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Fig. 6: Time statistics.
data processed in each fragment reconstruction is capped by a
certain number of blocks, regardless of the scene size. Thus,
MuSR takes less time to reconstruct each fragment in larger-
scale scenes, showcasing efficiency in system performances.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we proposed a multi-scale scene reconstruction
method, MuSR, to address the challenges of large-scale 3D
reconstruction from monocular videos. Our dynamic range
multi-resolution spatial structure enables adaptive granularity
adjustments for objects of varying sizes in real-world scenes.
Additionally, our approach leverages a novel block-based
sparse 3D data structure and hardware resource management
strategy to reduce GPU memory usage. MuSR demonstrated
superior reconstruction detail, overall scene completeness,
and efficiency in memory usage and speed. Impressively,
it surpassed state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of recon-
struction quality and efficiency, offering marked potential for
practical applications in large-scale 3D scene reconstructions.
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